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We deal with the life-cycle consumption problem in a discrete-
time model, and perform numerical simulations using realistic para
meter values of the present-day Japan. A representative Japanese
employee is assumed to behave so rationally as to maximize the
sum of his intertemporal utilities from his consumption over life
time subject to his budget constraint in each period. We solve this
problem by dynamic programming techniques, and depict the resul
tant configuration of optimal time-paths of his consumption and
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1  Introduction
We Japanese are now confronted with what and how to make as an
optimal consumption plan over lifetime, because our average life span is
far beyond our ordinary working period. Taking into account all possible
future earnings (including wages, salaries, bequests, retirement pay, inter
ests, and annuities), a representative Japanese employee will behave so
rationally as to maximize a discounted sum of his intertemporal utilities
from his consumption over lifetime under his budget constraint in each
period. In this paper, we solve the life cycle consumption problem by
dynamic programming (D.P. for short) techniques, perform numerical sim
ulations using realistic parameter values of the model, and show sensitivity
of optimal time-paths of consumption and assets due to variations in cer
tain critical parameter values.
The present paper is divided into eight sections, the second of which
describes a discrete-time model of life-cycle consumption theory and maxi
mizes relevant expected utility with D.P. techniques. In Section 3, we spec
ify utility functions and derive formulae for calculating optimal consumption
paths. Section 4 explains methods of estimating life income distribution
over time, and Section 5 provides parameter values for simulations of our
model together with survival probabilities. Simulated time-paths of optimal
consumption and assets over life are shown in Sections 6 and 7 in the
cases of maximum longevity eighty-five and ninety, respectively. Section 8
gives a brief conclusion of the analysis.
2 The Model and D.P. Induction Technique
A representative Japanese employee is supposed to live definitely until
his retirement day with zero probability of death, and thereafter he faces
ever-increasing positive probabilities of mortality. Let T denote his maxi
mum longevity, and R his retirement age. In each working period t, he will
receive income yt, on which income tax is levied at the rate t. Let A, be the
amount of his assets existing at the beginning of age t, and G be his con
sumption in this period. Then
At + (1— t) yt — Ct
(assumed to be positive) represents his savings during period t. Thus at the
beginning of next period, his asset amounts to
Ai^i = {At + (l-T)yt-Ct){\ + r) for t^R (1)
where r is an average rate of interest. This person will receive a life annuity
s, which is assumed to be constant and tax-exempt, each year from
on until T; and thus his asset formation is then represented as follows:
At^\ = {At + z-Ct)(\ + r) for t-R + \,- --,T (2)
In an arbitrary period t after i?, he takes into consideration his survival prob
abilities in order to make his lifetime expected utility. Let Ft be the probabil
ity of mortality in age t. Then 1-P, represents the probability to survive one
year of age t, and thus we denote the probability of surviving from age t
through age t + k as
t<t>t.k = m-F.i) for tG[R+lT] (3)
with the proviso that ,0,-i equals one. In (3), Fl means Fl/^o-
At the beginning of age t(>R), the representative person will make the
plan to consume G and to leave bequest At^\ to another year. He obtains
utility U{Ct) from consumption G, with probability \-Pt and utility W{At^.\)
from bequest A,+i with probability P,. Letting 6 be the one-year rate of
subjective time-preference applied to W(At^i), we can express his expected
utility at age t{^R + l) for one year as
E, U, = (1- P,) U(C,) + P W(A,.x) (1 + 0)-i (4)
where (1+0)-' is one-year backward discount factor. Expanding expression
(4) for k years from t to t + k, we can write his total expected utility over
these periods as (X means Xf^o)
E, Uuk = I.o,., mca a' + X /(l-Pui)}Pui W(A,.u.i) a'-'
= X, {U{QJ + (P«/(l- P,,)) W(Ar.M)a} a> (5)
where or = (1+ 0)-' and E, stands for the expectations operator at the begin
ning of age t. Equation (5) is specified in the same spirit as Friedman-
Warshawsky (1990)'s equation (1), which is said in turn to have followed
Fischer (1973)'s utility function. Only one thing is different from others in
the fact that parameter or appears in our equation (5). The reason for
attaching or to is that each bequest is left to next period. In this
respect, we followed Kotlikoff-Spivak (1981).
Setting t=R+l and t + k = T \n equation (5), we get the worker's total
expected utility soon after his retirement through his maximum lifetime as
follows, (The first X means Xjto"' and the rest X means X]1r+i).
Er+i Ut='Lr+i <I>ff+i+),{£/(C'fl+i+,:) + (Pr+i+//(1-Pr+im)) lT(AR+2+,:)or} a'
= X((1-Pe.i)- • • (l-p)){C/(Q) + (p/(l-p))lT(^,.,)«}«>«-'
= Xfi.i 0,-i {(1- p) U(Cj) + Pj W{Aj.i)a} (6)
Similarly, for an arbitrary age t after 72+1, his total expected utility is
expressed as (X means Xj^,,)
E,UT=I-,^j-i{(l-Pj)U(Cj) + PjW{Aj,x)a)aJ-' for 2^P + 1 (7)
As we mentioned above, the employee is supposed to be alive with
certainty before his retirement. Therefore, his total expected utility over his
lifetime starting from an arbitrary age t before the beginning of his retire
ment can be represented as follows, (X means Xf^/ and next I.'j^r^i).
E,Ut=E, X [a' U(Ct.i) + max {X«.i<t>;-i((l-p)U(Cj)
+ palT(Aj>i))a>'-«}] for t^R (8)
The expectations operator Et on the right-hand side of equation (8) is
necessary due to uncertainty of future income upon which relies all future
consumption sequence.
We now consider the Intertemporal maximization problem: to maxi
mize the total expected utility EiUt in equation (8) subject to budget con
straints (1) and (2). Applying D.P. backward induction technique to this
problem, we start with maximizing the last expected utility EtUt of equa
tion (7) with respect to Ct, and define the value function V(At) as
V(Ar)=max {(l-PT)U{CT) + PTW(AT.i)a} (9a)
s.t. At^^\ = (At+z — Ct)p (2a)
where p= \+r. We note that a value function can be regarded as an indi
rect utility function.
The first-order (extremum) condition for maximization of the right-hand
side of equation (9a) is written as
(l-PT)U'{CT) = PrpaW'[{AT+z-CT)p] dOa)
Representing the Cr fulfilling equation (10a) by Ct, and substituting Crfor
Ct in equation (9a), we get
V(At) = (I-Pt) U(Ct) -I- PtW[{At+ z - Cr)p] cr (11a)
Differentiation of equation (11a) with respect to At with the envelope theo
rem in mind and consideration of equation (10a) yield
V'(At) = PtPCcW'[(At+z-Ct)p] = (1-Pt)U'{Ct) (12a)
Next, we define the value function V(At-\) as (maximizing w.r.t. Ct-\)
V(Ar-i) = max [(\-PT-i)U(CT-i)+PT-\W(AT)a + {X-PT-\)V(AT)ot\ (9b)
s.t. At — (.At-\ z — Ct-])p
The first-order condition for maximization in equation (9b) is
{\-Pt-W(Ct-\)= {PT-\W'(AT) + {l-PT-Ml-PT)U'{CT))pa (10b)
Writing the Ct-\ fulfilling equation (10b) as Cr-i, we can express V(Ar-i) as
follows.
V{At-\) = {1-Pt-\) U{Ct-\) + Pt-\W(At)cc + {1-Pta)V{At)cc (lib)
Differentiating equation (lib) with respect to At-\ and taking account of
equation (10b), we have
V'{At-i) = {1-Pt-\)U'{Ct-\) (12b)
Proceeding In this manner one by one backward in time, we shall be
able to write the so-called Bellman's equation for an arbitrary age t{ = R + l,
i? -t- 2, • • •, T"— 1) as
V(A,)=max [(l-P,)U(Cd + P,W{A,.i)a + ({l-PmAui)a] (9c)
s.t. Aui = {Ai + z-C,)p
and the extremum condition of the right-hand side of equation (9c) as
(l-P,)U'(C,)={P,W'(A,M) + a-Pt)a-Pui)U'(Cui)}pa (10c)
Obtaining Q, the value of Q. that satisfies equation (10c), substituting for
Ci in equation (9c), and then differentiating the resultant equation with
respect to At (with the envelope theorem in mind), we get
V'(At) = (l-P,)U'(C,) (12c)
From the explanation described above, a general rule is established for
deriving the optimal consumption sequence as follows: first we derive opti
mal Crfrom equation (10a) and then induce other optimal Ct(t=T-l, T-2,
n  n ■, i2-i-l) from equations (10c) one by one backward in time. The relevant
equations are rewritten as below.
U'(Ct)= {(PT/a-PT))W'{AT.i)}pa (13)
with At+i —(At'^ 2 — Ct) p
and U'(Ct)={(l-Pt.i)U'(C,M) + {Pt/a-P,))W'{At.i)}pa (14)
with At^i = {Ai + z-Ci)p
for t = T-l,T-2,---,R + l.
In the case of t-R, the value function V(Ai^ is defined as
V{Ar) = max Er {U{Cr) + a F(Afi.i)} (15)
s.t. AR+i = (AR + (l—T)yR — CR)p
Assuming pr to be known at the beginning of age R, and taking equation
(12c) into account, we derive the extremum condition of the right-hand side
of equation (15) as follows.
U'(CR) = pa(l-PR.i)U'(CR,i) (16)
Equation (16) determines optimal Cr. Substituting the optimal value for Cr
in equation (15), and then differentiating the equation with respect to Ar,
we have the following, in view of equation (16).
V'(AR) = paV'(AR.i) = pa(l-PR.i)U'{CR,i)=U'(CR) (17)
The value function for t = 72-1 is defined as
F(A,e_,)= max ER.dU(CR.i)+aV{AR)] (18)
s.t. Ar = (Ar-i + (1-T)yR-i — CR-i)p
The extremum condition of the right-hand side of equation (18) can be writ
ten as
Er^i U' (Cr.i) = paER., V (^fi) = p«£■«_! U' (Cr) (19)
in view of equation (17). Assuming yR^i to be known at the beginning of
age 72-1, we get the following.
U'(CR.i) = paER.iU'(CR) (20)
Equation (20) determines optimal Cr-\. Then in the same way as equation
(17), we can derive
V'{AR.{) = paER.iV'(AR)= U'(Cr-i) (17')
In general, for an arbitrary age 2(^72-1), the value function is defined as
V(A,)= max EdU(Q)+ aV(AM)] (18')
s.t. Aui = {A, + {l-T)y,-C,)p
The corresponding extremum condition of equation (18') can be written as
El U' (Q) = p aEiV (Aui) = p aEi U' (Cm) (19')
in view of equation (19) and the like. Assuming yi to be known at the begin
ning of age t, we get from equation (19')
U'(Ci) = paE,U'(CM) for 2^72-1 (20')
Equation (20') will be used to determine the optimal values of G for 2=72-1,
72-2,- - -.
3  Formulae for Calculating Optimal Consumption
Utility functions are specified as follows.
U(C,) = {\-Y)-'C,'-y (21)
W(A,) = k{\-Y)-^A,^-y (22)
Parameter y in these functions represents a relative risk aversion measure
and equals the elasticity of marginal utility (7'(G); and k in function (22)
may be called the bequest motive parameter. Both of these parameters
assume positive values.
We adopt the following special formulation for survival probability
l-P, = (l + p)«-' R^t^T (23)
both for simplicity and for good approximation to reality, which we shall
clarify in Section 5. In that section, appropriate values will be set to p. Note
that relation (24) below is derived from (23).
P,/(l-P,) = (l + p)'-«-l (24)
Specified utility functions (21) and (22) are substituted in equation (13),
with relation (24) taken into account, to entail
CT=[pak{a + pV-^-l}]-^^/y^AT.i (25)
Equation (25) is the formula that we shall use for calculating optimal Cr.
Next, substituting functions (21) and (22) in equation (14) together with
relations (23) and (24), we have for t = T-1, T- 2, • • •, P +1
Q-y=[(1+p)«-'-' Q.fy + {(1+p)'-^ -i}kAui'^pa
Then we multiply both sides of the above equation by Ai^.\y and consider
budget constraint (2) and
c, = Q/A, (R + l^t^T) (26)
to yield
Ci = {A,+z)/[i+[p^-ya{k((i+py-^-i)+{1+p)'^-^-'ci,i-y}Y^^y^ (27)
(p+i^^^p-i)
Since we need to calculate Ci from t=T backward in time one by one. A, in
equation (27) must be replaced by the right-hand side of modified budget
constraint
A, = p-^Aui + C,-z (2')
Solving the resultant equation for C,, we get
C,=AuJ[pa{km P)'-^ -!) + (!+P)"-'-' c, .f} ] »/''> (27')
Using At from equation (2') and C/ from equation (27'), we shall calculate G
in equation (26).
Formula for calculating Cr will be obtained as below. First, substitution
of specified functions (21) and (23) into equation (16) yields
Gr"'' = p a (1+pY^ Gfi+r''
Next, multiplying both sides of this equation by Ar^Y, and taking account
of budget constraint (1), we have
[{^R + (1~ T)?/ft}Gij"' -1]'' = ap^~''(l+p)"G/e+r''
from which we derive
Cr= {AR + (l-x)yR)/[l+ {a p^-Hl+pY^CR+f^Y^'^^ (28)
On the other hand, budget constraint (1) for ^  = 72 is rewritten as
Ar = p~^Ar^\ + Cr-(\-T)yR (la)
Substituting this relation (la) ior Ar in equation (28), and then solving it for
Cr, we obtain
Cr=Ar+\ /{p a(\+pY^ (28')
which will be used to calculate Cr.
Formula for calculating C,{t-^R-l) will be derived in a different manner
as seen below. Substituting specified utility function (21) in equation (20'),
we have for t^R-\
Cr^ = paEiCuC^ = p-a-GG+2"'' = • • • =p' a'E,Ci+r^
whence it follows that for t^R-l
G = (PaY^'^y^EtCm. (i= 1, 2, R-t) (29)
On the other hand, an iterative substitution of budget constraint (1) back
ward in time from age R till age t yields (E means EfJo on next page.)
=A,p^-'^' +1 {(1- r) y,.i -
from which we get for t^R
A, + I{Cu/ - (1- r) yui)p-' (30)
Since future earnings are uncertain, we have to attach expectations opera
tor E, to Cui and yui in equation (30), and hence the following holds for
p'-i-« -h I {Et Qm - (1- T)Ety,M}p-' (31)
Now, taking equation (29) into consideration, we can rewrite expression
(31) as
At=Ar^ip'-^-'^ -I- G, C, - (1- r) I EtytMP'' (32)
where
g = (p^-yaY^'y^ (0<P<1) (33)
and
G, = Zp' = (l-p^-'-i)/(l-p) mm (34)
Note that Gr=\. From equation (32), we derive G for t^R-\ as
C, = Gr^Lt (35)
where
Lt=At + (\- r) I EtytMp^' -^«.ip'-«-i (36)
Then we find, in view of budget constraint (1),
E,{Lt.i) = {Lt-C,)p (37)
Setting f = 1 in equation (29), we have
C,-y = paE,C,^fy (29')
Equation (35) with t replaced by i-i-1 can be expressed as
G.i = G,.,-iG.i (35')
Substituting expression (35') for G+i in equation (29') yields
Ci~y = paGt+\yEl [Lt+\~y] (38)
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Here, following Tachlbanakl-Takata (1991), we adopt the approximation
formula as below.
Et [Lui-y] = U,i-y + (1/2) Y (Y+ Var (L,,i)
= {1+(1/2)7 (r+l)cT,.i2}I,,r'' (39)
where
Lt+\=Et [Z/<+i]
and
cT,,i2 = Var(L,.i)/(L,.i)2
We substitute formula (39) in equation (38) and derive the following, in
view of (37).
C, = (pa)-<i/'')G,.ri{l + (1/2)7 (7+ (40)
Solving equation (40) for C,, we have
a = L,/[l+[pi-''aG,.,''{l+(l/2)7(7+l)cT,,,2}](i/r)] (41)
Furthermore, define (Z means Sfji')
Mu\ = p-^Aui + (1- t) L' p-^Et y,M-AR^\p<^-^-^ (42)
Then, considering budget constraint (1), L, in (36) can be rewritten as
L, = Mui + C, (43)
Substituting relation (43) for Lt in equation (41) and solving it for C,, we
obtain the final formula for calculating Ct{f^R-\) as below.
C, = M,,.i/[pi-''aG,.i''{l + (l/2)7(7+l)cr,.i2}]<i/r) (44)
In particular, since Gr= 1, Cr-\ is calculated by
= Mfi/[pi-r«{l+ (1/2)7(7+I)c7ft2}](i/r) (44')
Due to limited availability of income distribution data, we shall assume a
constant value of cr/ for all t. whose estimation will be explained in the fol
lowing section.
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4 Analysis of Earned Income Distribution
It Is experimentally known that any cross-section data of Incomes
(wages and salaries) distribution by age approximately follow a log-normal
distribution. So logarithm of earned Income y Is assumed to follow a nor
mal distribution: I.e.
\ny'~N(iJ, cr-) (45)
Hence probability density function f(y) for ^ >0 Is shown as
f(y)={l/(yoJ^))exp{-(\uy-yf/(2a'^)) (46)
and we take for granted that
f(y) = 0 for y^O (46a)
Note that the k-th moment of y Is
E(y'')=exp{(\/2)k^a'^ + ky} (47)
whence the expectation of y becomes
E{y) = ex[i{(l/2)G^ + lu) (47')
Let y be y\ (earned Income In age 1), and denote x\ = \ny\. Then
xi~N{y, (72) (48)
Similarly we denote Xi = \r\y,, where yi Is earned Income In age t; and we
assume
Xt^\~N(ax,, + b, s^) (49)
where a represents the growth rate of earned Income, 6 Is a constant, and
s2 Is a variance. Thus, expectation of a;2 can be written as
jU2 = E(y:2) = E(ax\ + b) = aiu + b (50)
Now we Introduce a random variable Z which Is Independent of a;, and nor
mally distributed with expectation zero and variance s~: that Is,
Z~N{0, s2) (51)
Then X2 can be expressed as
X2 = axi + b + Z (52)
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The variance of X2 becomes as below, in view of (48)~(52).
<72* = Var (0:2) = E {x2 -Eixi)}'^ = E{a (xi - /y) + Z)' = a- a- + s- (53)
Extending age from 2 to an arbitrary ^ (>2), and utilizing relations (50)
and (53), we induce the expectation and variance of xt as follows.
jLii = a'~^ju + b(a''^ + a'-^+ • • • +l) = a'"'jU + 6{(l-a'"')/(l~«)} (54)
<Jr = a^'"^ (7^ + s'^ (d^'^ + a^'"® + d~'~^ + • • • + +1)
= a2'-2<72 + s21(1_ a2'-2)/(i- (55)
Hence, earned income yt in age t is represented as
Vt-LNiy,, a?) (56)
where LN denotes log-normal distribution.
Let Fbe discounted sum of total earned incomes:
Y=Y.a<-^yt (57)
where or is a time-discount factor and summation I covers all working
ages. Then, average Y can be expressed as
i7(7) = E or'-i exp{ (1/2)<7,2-1-//,} (58)
in view of (47').
Parameters a, b, s^, //, and o"2 vvill be estimated from statistical data in
The Wage Census published by the Ministry of Labour. We shall adopt
1987 annual data because of fairly stable economic performance of that
year. First of all, // takes the values of logarithm of median m of earned
incomes over all working classes:
// = ln(m) (59)
Next, in order to derive the value of a, we utilize the variance coefficient v
in the decile classification of earned income data mentioned above. The 10
percent point in the standard normal distribution is denoted by q, the value
of which can be read as 1.281551 from annual statistical data of 1987. Let
A (f = 1, 2,- • 9) be the border magnitude between the f-th class and the
(i + l)-st class of the decile classification. Then we know
Di = exp {y-qa),D9 = exp {ju + qa) (60)
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and D\+Dg^2m. Hence we get
t) = (Dg - Di) /(2m) = {exp (// + g cr) - exp (^-qa))/{2 exp (//)}
= {exp(qa)-exp(-qo)}/2 (61)
It follows from (61) that
{exp(gc7)}2-2t> exp(q'O')-l = 0 (62)
Solving equation (62) for expiqo) with its positivity in mind, we get
exp{q(j) = v + (if + l)^^^ (63)
and equation (63) provides
o = (l/q)\n{v + (i^ + iy/^} (64)
Since the value of v is given as 0.54 in The Wage Census (1987), we figure
out cr^ to be equal to 0.1625567, by using formula (64).
Deduction of the other parameters a, b, and is briefly explained below.
We use the cohort data, where five consecutive ages are grouped in a
cohort, and there are six cohort groups altogether. Assume log-normal dis
tribution LNiiMn c^) as follows.
LNino, oe^)-LN{Afi -I- B, + S^) (65)
Then, in view of (54), we have
jUe=A/j + B = a^pi+ {6(1-a^)}/(I-a)
from which follow
a = VA (66)
and
b={B(l-a)}/{l-a^) (67)
Similarly, in view of (55), we have
<T6^=A^a'^ + S'^ = + {s^(l- aiO)/(l- a^)}
and hence
s2 = 52(l-a2)/(l-ai0) (68)
Therefore, once A, B, and S'^ are known, parameters a, b, and are derived
by equations (66)~(68).
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We derive formulae for estimating parameters A, B, and S-, by combin
ing the maximum likelihood estimator of 5^ with definitions of average and
variance of In^,. Thus, first of all, the value of B is calculated by formula
(69) below (I means
B = [(1/n) (Z In 2/i) [(l/n)2 {In yi - (l/n)Z In ?/,}2
+ (l/n)Iln?/i-2ln {(l/n)Zi/<}] +(l/n)Z(lnyf)2
+ In [{(l/w)l2/i}2/{(l/«)Z2/,:2}]]/(l/n)I{ln?/,- (l/n)Zln^i}2
+ (2/w) (IInt/i) - 2In {(l/n)I.yi)] (69)
Secondly, parameter^ is calculated by
A = {l/n){{X/n){X\r\y;)-B) (70)
and then is found out by
52 = (l/w)Z (Inyi - (1/n) (I In 2/i)}2 -^2^2 (71)
where y, denotes per capita earned income of the i-th class, n is the num
ber of total classes, and y is defined by (59). From 1987 annual data, we get
n=12, m = 219.95 ten thousand yens, and thereby // = In(219.95) = 5.3934.
Hence, using formulae (69)~(70), we figure out for that year ^  =-0.56955,
5 = 8.46044, and iS'2 = 0.067965; and substitution of these values into formu
lae (66)~(68) yields a = -0.864, b= 10.207, s2 = 0.0203.
5  Parameter Values for Simulation
First, all average earned incomes by age are obtained in the following
process. Since statistical data in The Wage Census show average earned
incomes only by group, each of which consists of five consecutive ages, we
regard one group's average income as that of median age of the group,
and depict a curve connecting all the group's average incomes. Then, from
the curve, we infer every age's average earned income from age 22
through 65. The inferred earned income series based on published 1987
year's group data are listed in Table 1, and utilized as a proxy for expected
earned income series in subsequent simulations. Thus, E,yi^.\ in equation
(42) is given numerical figure of ^,+1 in Table 1 in order to calculate
Next, the value of parameter p in equation (23) will be so determined
that satisfies
1-Pr=(l+P)^-^ (23')
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Table 1. Average Earned Incomes Ut by Age t In 1987
(unit: 10,000 yens)
t yi t Vi t Vt t Vi
22 154.7 33 243.1 44 319.7 55 301.1
23 162.0 34 251.0 45 322.4 56 292.1
24 168.4 35 258.2 46 325.4 57 281.0
25 175.0 36 267.1 47 328.1 58 267.0
26 182.4 37 27bJ 48 326.6 59 254.0
27 191.9 38 284.0 49 325.1 60 243.5
28 201.0 39 291.2 50 323.8 61 234.8
29 209.0 40 298.9 51 322.2 62 228.5
30 217.3 41 304.4 52 321.7 63 221.0
31 226.2 42 310.5 53 315.8 64 214.9
32 235.4 43 316.0 54 308.4 65 210.0
Table 2. Parameter Values
Bench-mark value Alternative value
(1) y 3 4
(2) r 0.04 0.05
(3) 0 0.01 0.02
(4) r 0.3 0.2
(5) k 0.5 50
(6) ^22 200 400
(7) ^ 100 70
CO
0 1000
figures in (6)~(8) is 10,000 yens.)(Note. Unit of
where R = 65 and Pt denotes the probability of mortality in the maximum
longevity age T. According to The Abridged Life Table for Japan 1994, Ps5 =
0.12189 and P9o = 0.18832 for male. Hence in the case of 7^=85 (Case I), the
value of p fulfilling equation (23') is figured out to be 0.00652; and in the
case of T=SO (Case H), p = 0.00838. We shall perform simulations in both
cases.
All the other parameter values are shown in Table 2, where a bench
mark set of those values is listed in the first column, and an alternative
value of each parameter is given in the second column. Parameter Fes rep-
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resents a retirement pay in age 65. Fes is set to zero in the bench-mark case,
while as an alternative we assume Fes = 1000. ^22 denotes the assets value
held by our employee at the beginning of age 22; it is the initial condition
to be taken into account in order to maximize his total utility over lifetime.
Using D.P. backward induction method, we put an arbitrary amount to Ar+i
to calculate Ct in formula (25), then compute At-i and Ct-i, and so on. The
value of A22 computed in the last stage of this D.P. backward induction
should be compared with the initially given A22, and the difference between
them will be narrowed step by step toward zero by means of an iterative
convergence computer program.
6 Optimal Paths of Consumption and Assets: Case I (r=85)
In this section, we deal with optimal paths of consumption and assets
for the above-mentioned representative employee over his lifetime in the
case of 7"= 85. First, parameters are set to bench-mark values in Table 2
together with p = 0.00652, and then optimal values of consumption C and
assets^ are computed by their calculation formulae in Section 3, using D.P.
backward-induction technique. The resultant optimal values of C and A are
listed in Table 3 and Table 4, respectively. We plot these values C and A,
respectively, in Fig. la with income series and Fig. lb with consumption
series. (In each figure, horizontal axis measures ages and the unit of
numerals on vertical axis is 10,000 yens. We use this convention for all fig
ures from now on.) According to these tables and graphs, optimal con
sumption values increase continuously from age 22 through age 69, and
then turn downward, while earned incomes increase until age 47 and opti
mal assets values rise continuously until age 64. From these observations,
we conjecture that increases in consumption from age 48 through age 69
are attributed to rising and high levels of assets held in these ages. Optimal
consumption values decrease gradually from age 70 on till age 85, but they
keep relatively high levels which are perhaps financed mainly by assets.
Next, we investigate how configurations vary from the bench-mark
optimal paths when only one parameter value takes on an alternative one
with the other parameters keeping bench-mark values. When interest rate r
is raised to 0.05, with the others being unchanged, optimal consumption
path is plotted in Fig. 2, which reveals an overall up-swing in optimal con
sumption values except those in age 22 through 26, simply because assets
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Table 3. Optimal Consumption Series; T=85 Bench-mark case
(unit of C,: 10,000 yens)
t G /. G t G t G t G
22 99 35 126 48 167 61 260 74 426
23 101 36 129 49 171 62 278 75 421
24 103 37 131 50 176 63 301 76 415
25 104 38 134 51 181 64 339 77 408
26 106 39 137 52 186 65 430 78 401
27 108 40 140 53 191 66 433 79 393
28 110 41 143 54 197 67 436 80 384
29 112 42 146 55 203 68 437 81 375
30 115 43 149 56 210 69 437 82 365
31 117 44 152 57 217 70 437 83 355
32 119 45 156 58 226 71 436 84 346
33 121 46 159 59 235 72 433 85 340
34 124 47 163 60 247 73 430
Table 4. Optimal Assets Series; r=85 Bench-mark case
(unit of A : 10,000 yens
I A, t Ai t A, /, A t A,
22 200 35 821 48 2509 61 4432 74 2914
23 218 36 911 49 2674 62 4509 75 2691
24 240 37 1008 50 2839 63 4567 76 2465
25 265 38 1112 51 3005 64 4597 77 2236
26 295 39 1224 52 3172 65 4585 78 2005
27 329 40 1343 53 3340 66 4474 79 1773
28 369 41 1469 54 3505 67 4306 80 1539
29 415 42 1601 55 3665 68 4130 81 1305
30 467 43 1739 56 3820 69 3945 82 1072
31 525 44 1884 57 3967 70 3751 83 839
32 589 45 2034 58 4105 71 3551 84 607
33 660 46 2188 59 4228 72 3344 85 376
34 738 47 2346 60 4338 73 3131 86 141
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Fig. 2 C and F with z (Case I, r=0.05)
holding tends to increase later due to larger interest earnings. When tax
rate t is reduced to 0.2, ceteris paribus, optimal consumption value in each
age is larger than the corresponding one in the bench-mark case, as seen
from Fig. 3. When subjective time-preference factor 6 is raised to 0.02,
ceteris paribus, we plot the varied optimal consumption values, lapping
over the bench-mark ones, in Fig. 4. This figure reveals that optimal con
sumption levels rise in younger ages and fall in older ages when 6 is so
raised.
Fig. 5a and Fig. 5b depict, respectively, optimal consumption path and
optimal assets path, each with the corresponding bench-mark one being
overlapped, when there is a retirement pay Fes (= 1000) in age 65. We see
from these graphs that since the pay is assumed to be expected at the
beginning of our optimization program, optimal consumption values
become larger than the bench-mark ones over all lifetime; and hence that
optimal assets levels are lower than the bench-mark ones from age 22
through age 66, with their higher levels from age 67 on.
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Fig. 5a C (Case I, F65 = 0,1000)
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Similarly, Fig. 6a and Fig. 6b depict, respectively, optimal consumption
path and optimal assets path, each with the corresponding bench-mark one
being overlapped, when annuity ^  is reduced to 70. We see from these
graphs that optimal consumption values are smaller, while optimal assets
levels are higher paradoxically, over all lifetime than the bench-mark ones.
7 Optimal Paths of Consumption and Assets: Case II (r=90)
Now we are concerned with the case of T- 90 where p = 0.00838. Fig. 7a
and Fig. 7b depict, respectively, optimal consumption paths and optimal
assets paths, each showing the case of T= 90 (Case U) lapped over the case
of T'=85 (Case I), with all parameters taking bench-mark values. We see
from Fig. 7a that each age's consumption value in Case n is almost equiva
lent to that in Case I before the retirement age, while the former becomes
lower conspicuously than the latter after this age on. Fig. 7b reveals that
each age's optimal assets level in Case U is generally higher than that in
Case I, and that its difference increases as age advances.
When relative risk aversion measure y is raised to 4 from 3 (bench
mark value), there occurs a flatter variation in optimal consumption path,
as seen in Fig. 8a; more specifically, optimal consumption values in the var
ied configuration are larger in ages 22 through 35, smaller in ages 36
through 74, and then larger again in ages 75 through 90, than the bench
mark optimal consumption values. As for corresponding optimal assets,
we observe a conspicuous up-swing of their levels in age 52 through age
90, in Fig. 8b, by comparison with their bench-mark levels. Fig. 9 shows the
effect of an increase in bequest motive factor k on optimal assets path, as is
expected. Finally, Fig. 10a and Fig. 10b depict, respectively, optimal con
sumption path and optimal assets path, each lapped over the correspond
ing bench-mark path, when initial assets holding is doubled. We see from
these graphs that both consumption and assets paths shift upward over all
lifetime in the doubled initial assets case.
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Fig. 7a C(T=85, 90)
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Fig. 7b A (T=85, 90)
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Fig. 8a C (Case II, 7 = 3, 4)
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Fig. 9 A (Case II, A: = 0.5, 50)
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Fig. 10b A (Case IIM22=200, 400)
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8 Concluding Remarks
This paper constructs a life-cycle consumption model in which a repre
sentative Japanese male employee plans to maximize the discounted sum
of his lifetime consumption starting from age 22 up to his longevity age in
consideration of budget constraints and life expectancies. We solved opti
mal paths of the relevant consumption and thus assets by dynamic pro
gramming technique, and showed their sensitivity to certain critical
parameters of the model. Particular attention was paid to the effects of the
degree of risk aversion, interest rate, rate of taxation, bequest motive, initial
assets, retirement pay, and annuity. The results may be applicable to social
welfare policy formation in a limited degree. We feel the need to broaden
our life-cycle study to embrace various types of consumers other than a
male employee.
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